
 

Year 8 Maths Learning Journey 

Summer term 1 

Developing geometry: Angles in parallel lines & polygons 

Core knowledge  Reference 

Understand and use basic angle rules and notation 
“What’s the difference between an acute angle and an obtuse angle?” 

WORKSHEET 

Investigate angles between parallel lines and the transversal 
“How do you know when two or more lines are parallel?” 

WORKSHEET 

Identify and calculate with alternate and corresponding angles  
“Which angle(s) can you work out directly from the information given on the 
diagram? What other angle(s) can you then work out?” 

WORKSHEET 

Identify and calculate with co-interior, alternate and corresponding angles 
“Why are co-interior angles different to corresponding and alternate angles?”  

WORKSHEET 

Solve complex problems with parallel line angles 
“What tells us if the lines are parallel?” 

WORKSHEET 

Constructions triangles and special quadrilaterals 
“How is a rhombus different from a parallelogram?” 

WORKSHEET 

Investigate the properties of special quadrilaterals 
“I am a four-sided shape with two pairs of parallel lines, what might I be?” 

WORKSHEET 

Identify and calculate with sides and angles in special quadrilaterals 
“What makes a trapezium an isosceles trapezium?” 

WORKSHEET 

Understand and use the properties of diagonals of quadrilaterals 
“s it possible for the diagonals of a quadrilateral to be horizontal or vertical?” 

WORKSHEET 

Understand and use the sum of exterior angles of any polygon 
“What are the two conditions that make a polygon regular?” 

WORKSHEET 

Understand and use the sum of the interior angles in any polygon 
“If a polygon is regular, what do we know about its angles?” 

WORKSHEET 

Calculate missing interior angles in regular polygons 
“Explain why neither a rectangle nor a rhombus are regular.” 

WORKSHEET 

Prove simple geometric facts (H) 
“What’s the difference between a proof and a demonstration?” 

WORKSHEET 

Construct an angle bisector (H) 
“What does bisect mean? What does the stem “bi” tell us?” 

WORKSHEET 

Construct a perpendicular bisector of a line segment (H) 
“Tell me what perpendicular means” 

WORKSHEET 

 

Learning Checkpoints 

LC Title Completed Dirt 

Angles in parallel lines & polygons   

https://vimeo.com/530748724
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EVernD95-8BBmU_z2V-mOm0B1t8hc6GJAGEQlQMzbPBEIA?e=WhtLxc
https://vimeo.com/530748760
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EbJw2V6keWBMr4w1mC6H1vcBFdeqGpn8M82zm1EUiRblcA?e=kGMw44
https://vimeo.com/531647165
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Eb1n4ihMqc9GlZZXx5pJUYsBeWxOZzItDjcDFKC_OncAog?e=qDjHvp
https://vimeo.com/531647201
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Eb6cqYL7YZdGiue9En-71qABQow00WwrxhJawvtJ1lpi3w?e=ZwiLEH
https://vimeo.com/531647240
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EUPsdRmBEYlNjt5OjhmFI_cBH0oM8OnGVhbDoHrqHzdxdA?e=cK4n3T
https://vimeo.com/531291246
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EX9IEuuShsNIs77Ax4ppdOMBY3SIiIB3fw1VcfCbx8wk3g?e=tNkABV
https://vimeo.com/531294439
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EYMUX-of1rNKoFTvXi9gcjIBRWAJGAyuGz8ORdrxE-sKBA?e=asMb7h
https://vimeo.com/531296573
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EdQiWroW_I9OsBVIo3yIKFwB69iVW61EPEg-jucRSFDVBQ?e=p5o9xQ
https://vimeo.com/531295900
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EZrncDRBMaNFmBVPH9F_FTABc6TGgFZXywQgp-aJt-Ateg?e=DW49w1
https://vimeo.com/531296980
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EQT0A6Wq7ztGisqjJCtxl4UBE6W-r5UInIhj7IlJik8Ntw?e=Z5IEv7
https://vimeo.com/531296980
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EdKxHhUGr1NJriulsGlnxmYBksSDAU-VNFMbKmmVIQQ-hA?e=xJtlO0
https://vimeo.com/536826143
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EUennuZqnEZFpOda2e5s8i4BY89Tmhv8zPRttOScqvT4Ig?e=cjxLAr
https://vimeo.com/536826731
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EdeRUUmRNaJHrc4Q8S5pBh8BOs0XGfY3pw654_9g_sAVIg?e=qmsOrV
https://vimeo.com/536853358
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Efma88ps3QZHp_pOdQUBGowByn4nWaF5f6hHMTbn-Hkj6Q?e=4dpD9V
https://vimeo.com/536855420
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EadBroKbsFhGlz2NGWE_NUgB3iAwp0r0WZXr6__5sGS9KQ?e=HFuyKw


Key Vocabulary:  
Acute: An angle between 0 o and 90 o . 

Adjacent (angles): Any two angles that share a common ray or side, a common vertex, and whose 

interiors do not overlap 

Alternate: see diagram 

Angles at a point: describes the sum of angles that can be arranged together so that they form a full 

turn. Angles around a point add to 360 ° 

Bisect: In geometry, to divide into two equal parts 

Construction lines: Construction lines (also known as x lines) are temporary linework entities that 

can be used as references when creating and positioning other objects or linework. 

Co-interior: see diagram 

Corresponding: see diagram 

Equilateral: a polygon with all of its sides of the same length. 

Exterior: Of a polygon, the angle formed outside between one side and the adjacent side produced. 

Interior: At a vertex of a polygon, the angle that lies within the polygon. 

Isosceles: A triangle in which two sides have the same length and consequently two angles are 

equal. 

Line segment: The part of a line that connects two points. It is the shortest distance between the 

two points. 

Obtuse: An angle greater than 90o but less than 180 o . 

Parallel: In Euclidean geometry, always equidistant. Parallel lines, curves and planes never meet 

however far they are produced or extended. 

Parallelogram: A quadrilateral whose opposite sides are parallel and consequently equal in length. 

Perpendicular: A line or plane that is at right angles to another line or plane. 

Perpendicular bisector: passes through the midpoint of a line segment. It can be constructed using a 

ruler and a compass. 

Polygon: A closed plane figure bounded by straight lines. The name derives from many angles. 

Reflex: An angle that is greater than 180o but less than 360°. 

Regular: To formulate a chain of reasoning that establishes in conclusion the truth of a proposition. 

Scalene: (of a triangle) having sides unequal in length. 

Transversal: A line that crosses at least two other lines. 

Vertically opposite: angles that are opposite one another at a specific vertex and are created by two 

straight intersecting lines. Vertically opposite angles are equal to each other. 

 

 

 


